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Abstract: Cooling towers remove economically or technically unusable heat using considerable
amounts of electricity and, in many cases, water. Several approaches, which vary in methodology,
scope, and level of detail, are used for environmental evaluations of these cooling systems. Although
the chosen approach has a significant impact on decisions made at the plant level, no methodology
has yet been standardized for selecting the approach that best serves the objectives of the evaluation.
Thus, this paper provides comparison criteria for the systematic selection of suitable evaluation
methods for cooling towers and classifies how the methods score in this respect. These criteria, such
as ‘life cycle thinking’, ‘inventoried physical quantities’, ‘temporal resolution’, ‘formalization’, and
‘data availability’, are grouped by overall evaluation objectives such as ‘thoroughness’, ‘scientific
soundness’, and ‘usability’. Subsequently, these criteria were used to compare material flow analysis,
energy analysis, environmental network analysis, life cycle inventory, life cycle assessment, environ-
mental footprint methods, emergy analysis, exergy analysis, and the physical optimum method. In
conclusion, material flow analysis is best suited for the analysis of cooling towers when impact assess-
ment is not required; otherwise, life cycle assessment meets most of the defined criteria. Moreover,
only exergy-based methods allow for the inclusion of volatile ambient conditions.

Keywords: environmental assessment; energy efficiency; cooling tower; life cycle assessment; exergy
analysis; cooling equipment

1. Introduction

Section 1.1 summarizes the importance and challenges of efficiency assessments for
cooling towers. Moreover, Section 1.2 provides an overview of the criteria defined in
previous studies for method comparison. Subsequently, we set the objective of this paper
in Section 1.3.

1.1. Background of Evaluating Cooling Towers

Heat removal is technically unavoidable, and increasing temperatures due to climate
change and more data centers make cooling systems even more essential. Information
technology even converts most of the electricity input into waste heat. To mention other
examples, in thermodynamic cycles, the initial state of the working fluid is reached by
removing waste heat. Moreover, irreversibility due to friction, electrical resistance, and
other reasons leads to waste heat.

Waste heat utilization is technically or economically unfeasible in many cases due
to low temperatures. In such cases, cooling systems must protect the equipment from
overheating. Most cooling systems are associated with considerable energy consumption
and thus environmental impacts. For example, a hybrid cooling tower’s specific direct
energy consumption amounts to approximately 23 kWel/MWth [1] (p. 69). The water
consumption of hybrid cooling towers is about 0.5 m3/h/MWth, whereas that of an open
once-through system amounts to 86 m3/h/MWth [1] (p. vi). Thus, cooling towers cause
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significant environmental impacts that require systematic evaluation using energy and
environmental assessment methods to identify improvement potential.

However, some characteristics of cooling systems make it difficult to analyze their
energy efficiency and environmental impact. Firstly, the uniform quantification of the
physical benefits of cooling units across plants is challenging. In life cycle assessment
(LCA), the ‘quantified performance of a product system for use as a reference unit’ is called
the functional unit (ISO 14040, [2]). Previous studies defined the functional unit of a cooling
tower as ‘1 kWh of electricity produced by the [upstream] plant [ . . . ] referred to [ . . . ]
1 year’ [3] (p. 1079), the ‘1 MW heat rejection capacity for a period of 1 year’ [4] (p. 50), or
the ‘cooling of 1 kg water from 35 ◦C to 28 ◦C in Germany for the overall usage time’ [5]
(p. 140). These different functional units make comparing the performance of different
units nearly impossible.

Furthermore, cooling tower operation highly depends on ambient temperature and
humidity. Dynamic analysis reveals this correlation, unlike a static analysis integrated
over time. In addition, cooling systems often consist of several coolers and chillers, the
interaction of which differs depending on the ambient conditions. In many cases, free
cooling is sufficient at low outside temperatures, and yet, chilling technology must be
installed for periods of high ambient temperatures. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate
the efficiency of individual cooling units. The electricity consumption of cooling towers is
lower at high temperatures because the refrigeration unit covers the cooling demands and
not because of higher efficiency.

Several methods and indicators exist to evaluate the thermal performance of cooling
towers. These indicators assess the evaporated water and heat transfer rate and include the
tower characteristic ratio ‘KaV/L’ [6], the number of transfer units (NTU), effectiveness-
NTU [7], and the Merkel number, as per Merkel [8], Poppe [9], and others. Moreover, the
cooling tower effectiveness ε is the ratio of actual and maximum heat transfer [10]. Hence,
these indicators evaluate the extent to which the required temperature (∆t) [11] or the re-
quired heat transfer is achieved. However, more heat transfer is useless if the required heat
transfer or temperature has already been achieved. Furthermore, electricity consumption is
omitted; water consumption is only considered by the amount of evaporated water. These
approaches calculate the water outlet temperature to design cooling towers but do not
evaluate their energy efficiency and environmental impact.

The following sections show that these challenges are handled differently across the
different energy and environmental assessment methods. Based on these challenges and
further aspects, we defined comparison criteria to allow for the selection of the most suitable
method in each specific case.

1.2. Previous Research on Criteria-Based Method Comparison

To define the comparison criteria, we extensively evaluated previous studies that
include criteria for method comparison. These studies provide approaches for classifying
and comparing some of the existing methods to analyze their feasibility. Some method
comparisons rest upon specific criteria, such as the usability, maturity, and theoretical
soundness of the methods [12–15].

Table 1 outlines the methods and criteria covered by previous studies. The inves-
tigated methods are physical input–output table (PIOT), substance flow analysis (SFA),
material flow analysis (MFA), energy analysis, ecological network analysis (ENA), life cycle
inventory (LCI), LCA, carbon footprint, water footprint, ecological footprint, material-input
per service unit (MIPS), emergy analysis, and exergy analysis. The table only includes the
studies that, on the one hand, focus on environmental assessment methods and, on the
other hand, that also use comparison criteria. Besides these studies, some investigations
compare methods without this kind of criteria, and some other studies use criteria but
compare other methods not concerning environmental assessment.
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Table 1. Review of criteria-based comparison approaches for energy and environmental assess-
ment methods.

Aktsoglou
and

Gaidajis
[16]

Baumann
and

Cowell
[17]

Moberg
[18]

Finnveden
et al.
[19]

Ness
et al.
[14]

Blanc
and Friot

[15]

Loiseau
et al.
[13]

Rodríguez
et al.
[12]

Examined Methods
PIOT X X
SFA X X X X X
MFA X X X X X

Energy Analysis X X
ENA X X
LCA X X X X X X X X

Carbon Footprint
Water Footprint X X

Ecological Footprint X X X X X X
MIPS X X

Emergy Analysis X X X X X
Exergy Analysis X X X X X

Criteria
Life Cycle Thinking X X
Inventoried Flows X X X

Indicators Provided X X X X X X
Efficiency Concept X X X X X

Temporal Resolution X X X
Spatial Resolution X X X X X

Scientific Soundness X X X
Formalization X X X X

Data Availability X X X X

Based on specific criteria, some studies classify methods for decision-making, either
on a business or political level. This usually requires all three dimensions of sustainabil-
ity: environmental, economic, and social, to be considered. Ness et al. [14] categorize 32
sustainability assessment tools, which partly overlap, and illustrate them in different cate-
gories. They distinguish between indicators, product-related assessment, and integrated
assessment. Sala et al. [20] introduce seven criteria for comparing 18 assessment tools
and distinguish between integrated and sustainability assessments. The latter is described
as being more comprehensive. Singh et al. [21] provide an overview of 41 sustainability
indices regarding the number of sub-indicators, scaling, weighting, and aggregation. Sus-
tainability assessment methods extend beyond a purely physical and scientific assessment
due to their rather qualitative evaluation. Moreover, Aktsoglou and Gaidajis [16] as well as
Angelakoglou and Gaidajis [22] apply five criteria represented by three questions to assess
13 methods.

This research focuses on environmental aspects. Smeets and Weterings [23] categorize
environmental indicators distinguishing between drivers, pressures, state, impact, and
response called the DPSIR framework. For the comparison of environmental impact assess-
ments, previous studies also provide some criteria. The International Association for Impact
Assessment defines 24 principles to follow. Assessments should be purposive, rigorous,
practical, relevant, efficient, adaptive, participative, interdisciplinary, credible, integrated,
transparent, systematic, etc. [24]. However, these criteria are vague and partly opposite to
one another. Baumann and Cowell [17], Loiseau et al. [13], Rodríguez et al. [12], and others
(cf. Table 1) propose more precise criteria that can be rated more clearly. For example, the
criterion ‘life cycle thinking’ can be fulfilled clearly for different standard methods.
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Most studies refer to a particular application area. For example, several authors
address agriculture, farming regions, or territories [12,13,25]. In this area, spatial differenti-
ation is crucial. Aktsoglou and Gaidajis [16] refer to ‘spatial entities with anthropogenic
activities’ in general. Furthermore, Finnveden et al. [19] examine four environmental assess-
ment methods referring to the energy sector. Klemm and Wiese [26] analyze the suitability
of sustainability indicators for urban energy systems. The assessment of petrochemical
processes is examined by Abbazadeh and Hassim [27]. Blanc and Friot [15] consider a
whole group of studied objects: traded goods and services.

In summary, no criteria-based analysis of the energy and environmental assessment
methods for cooling technologies has been conducted as of yet. Thus, no standardized
method provides all-embracing criteria for that purpose. Furthermore, previous studies
defined criteria and presented them as parallel and mostly independent.

1.3. Objectives of This Work

We argue that energy and environmental assessment methods differ significantly in
their suitability for a specific cooling system assessment. A systematic selection process
to identify the most suitable method and, if necessary, to extend and combine methods
is therefore essential. The long-term goal is to standardize a criteria-based comparison
method for systematically selecting an assessment method for each use case.

Hence, this paper aims to provide comparison criteria that address the difficulties
and requirements for evaluating cooling towers. The definition of the overall objectives
of the assessment methods clarifies the relationship between the criteria. For instance,
specific criteria such as ‘usability’ and the degree of formalization are not independent;
instead, formalization affects usability. Therefore, we defined usability as an objective in
this paper and formalization as a next-level criterion. This paper’s novelty is that, firstly,
the criteria are related to each other through overall objectives and partial aspects. Secondly,
the comparison criteria are extended for assessment methods for evaluating cooling towers.
Due to the methodological challenges in assessing cooling towers, we estimate the relevance
of the method comparison for this use case to be high.

We look at wet, dry, and hybrid cooling systems within this framework but exclude
chilling technologies. In this study, the term ‘cooling’ includes sensible and latent heat
removal using free cooling, whereas chilling technology also uses vapor-compression,
adsorption, or absorption.

In Section 2.1, we describe the criteria-based comparison method. Section 2.2 provides
an overview of the investigated energy and environmental assessment methods. As a
result, the comparison criteria and method overview lead to the most suitable methods for
analyzing cooling towers, which are presented in Section 3.

2. Methodology

This section introduces the comparison method for energy and environmental as-
sessment approaches for cooling towers. Moreover, Section 2.2 outlines these energy and
environmental assessment methods.

2.1. Comparison Criteria

The systematic selection methodology of this paper consists of the comparison criteria.
We identified the most frequent criteria based on the criteria defined in previous studies
(see Section 1.2). Figure 1 illustrates them as a word cloud. Table A1 in the Appendix lists
the underlying criteria.
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Figure 1. Word cloud of the criteria defined for method comparison in previous studies; in parentheses
is the number of studies that use these criteria, based on [12,17–20,24,27–29]. The criteria are sorted by
overall objectives: green = ‘application area’, blue = ‘thoroughness’, and black = ‘usability, soundness’.
The number in parentheses represents the times the criteria were used in the studies.

To find the most suitable methods for analyzing and assessing cooling towers, we
introduce a set of criteria by combining the ones from previous studies. To additionally
clarify the dependencies, we assign the criteria to specific objectives. In addition, we define
partial aspects for each criterion if appropriate. This way, each aspect can be categorized
using three-valued logic; ‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘maybe’. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the
comparison method.
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Figure 2. Structure of the criteria-based comparison method and a classification example of whether
a method fulfills the criteria and partial aspects (left column) and whether they should be fulfilled
for the use case (right column). This results in suitability for each criterion and partial aspect, which,
in the sum of all criteria, leads to the overall result.

Table 2 summarizes the criteria-based comparison method with the objectives, criteria,
partial aspects, and short descriptions of each aspect.
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Table 2. Objectives and criteria for comparing energy and environmental assessment methods.

Objective Criteria Partial Aspect (If Needed) Underlying Question

Applicable for the
Studied Objects

Process Applicable to this type of
studied object?

Product Applicable to this type of
studied object?

Service Applicable to this type of
studied object?

Region/Sector Applicable to this type of
studied object?

Thoroughness: Completeness
and Resolution

Life Cycle Thinking Entire life cycle considered,
cradle-to-grave?

Inventoried
Physical Quantities

Energy (J) Is this physical quantity
inventoried?

Mass of Operating Materials
(kg)

Is the mass of these materials
inventoried?

Mass of Construction
Materials (kg)

Is the mass of these materials
inventoried?

Mass of Emissions (kg) Is the mass of these materials
inventoried?

Temperature (K), Pressure (Pa) Are the pressure and
temperature inventoried?

Impact
Categories

Exergy (J) Is this impact category
addressed?

Climate Change (kg CO2-eq) Is this impact category
addressed?

Water/Land Use/ . . . (m3, ha,
. . . )

Is this impact category
addressed?

Noise Is noise considered?

Efficiency Analysis Is it referred to as a useful
output?

Temporal Resolution (Dynamic Analysis) Is a dynamic analysis
intended or possible?

Spatial or Sectoral Resolution Is a bottom-up analysis
intended?

Usability,
Soundness

Pure Analysis based on Physical Quantities Is the method scientifically
sound?

Formalization (Methodological Framework, Rigor) Are there mature and strict
standards?

Data Availability Are the required data
available, e.g., as databases?

Existing studies on Cooling Systems Are there studies assessing
cooling systems?

At first, the exclusion criterion is whether the studied object corresponds to the applica-
tion area of the method. The application areas are divided into ‘process’, ‘product’, ‘service’,
and ‘region or sector’. The category ‘process’ includes technical processes and systems
such as cooling systems.

In the next step, the methods can be assessed based on the secondary criteria, not all
of which necessarily must be met. In the context of this paper, energy and environmental
assessment aims to quantify the energy and environmental aspects of the investigated
object as thoroughly as possible and on a robust scientific basis. Moreover, the method
should be user-friendly, and the results should be easy to communicate.

The objective ‘thoroughness’ comprises completeness and temporal and spatial resolution,
referring to the level of detail. The completeness is represented by the criteria ‘life cycle
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thinking’, the inventoried physical quantities, the impact categories, and by considering
the efficiency concept by referring to useful output.

Life cycle thinking involves upstream and downstream chains [13,15]. Accounting from
cradle-to-grave avoids burden shifting. Regarding cooling towers, a life cycle perspective
reveals whether more construction material for a natural draft design or more energy
consumption for fans is environmentally preferable.

The criterion of inventoried physical quantities refers first to the energy and material
flows considered within the system boundary [12,13,27]. Not all methods consider both
energy and all materials. Some methods disregard the mass of construction and disposal
material or the emissions. Moreover, this criterion addresses whether the method con-
siders the temperature and pressure of the energy, material flows, and environment. For
cooling systems, the ambient temperature and humidity and the temperatures of the heat
flows are key factors. Moreover, we classify the level of completeness regarding which
operating materials are included, for example, which cooling water cycles the system
boundary includes.

Furthermore, the impact categories cover some environmental and technical aspects [12–
15,25,27–29], which the next criterion addresses. Midpoint indicators are located between
emission and endpoint impact. In contrast, endpoint indicators concern the damage or
severity to the natural environment, human health, and resources. The impact categories
considered within this paper are exergy, climate change, water use, land use, ‘others’,
and noise. ‘Others’ include the impact categories according to the product environmental
footprint guideline [30] (p. 47). Depending on the studied object, several impacts must be
considered to be parallel to avoid problem-shifting between different impacts [31] (p. 17).

Another aspect of completeness is whether the efficiency concept is embedded [12,17,18,25,29].
This implies whether the useful input or the damaging effects are related to useful output. Some
methods require a definition of this useful output to enable the comparison of similar studied
objects. However, the benefits of cooling towers are not clearly defined. Cooling towers cool a
specific amount of coolant from a particular input temperature to a specific output temperature.
Still, the ambient conditions also have a decisive role. So far, the comparison unit has not been
standardized and has been defined very differently (cf. Section 1.2).

Regarding the intended thoroughness, the term resolution refers to the requested tem-
poral and spatial resolution. In this context, we first differentiate between whether a dynamic
analysis is intended or possible and if it can be implemented within the methodological
framework. The ambient conditions fluctuate significantly in temporal and spatial terms.
Moreover, top-down or bottom-up approaches can be differentiated. Top-down approaches
analyze the overall system first and then the lower levels, whereas bottom-up approaches
are the opposite. For economy-wide analyses, this correlates to accuracy since top-down
approaches often lead to data aggregation [12] (p. 1466).

The objective of scientific soundness comprises whether it is a ‘pure analysis based on
physical quantities’, for example, without impact weighting. We consider how the literature
discusses and evaluates the methods in this respect.

Moreover, the objective of the usability of the method includes the standardization and
formalization level [12,13]. International or national standards or guidelines describe some
of these methods. This methodological rigor avoids arbitrariness, for example, by making
assumptions. Secondly, the feasibility due to data availability is essential to practicability [15].
This criterion refers to existing databases, such as the Ecoinvent database for the LCA.
Another criterion is whether existing studies have already applied the method to assess
cooling systems. If it has been applied, it indicates that the method appears suitable for
assessing cooling systems and that there are comparatively few barriers to its application.
Thus, how often the methods are used depends on their feasibility in terms of the usefulness
of the results, ease of use, complexity, data availability, and other criteria.
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2.2. Methods for Energy and Environmental Assessment

In this work, the following methods are the object of investigation. This section
outlines existing energy and environmental assessment methods, highlighting their general
similarities, intersections, and differences. Since an almost infinite number of methods and
variations exist, we only consider those that are the most common and that are delineated
by standards if available. Table 3 summarizes the methods, including the references from
which they are taken. The examined methods are divided according to the distinction
between analysis and assessment. Analysis and assessment can be consecutive and thus
complementary [32] (p. 47).

Table 3. Overview of examined methods and underlying standards.

Abbr. Name Description References

First-Law Analysis Methods

PIOT Physical Input–Output Table
Physical equivalent of the monetary

input–output analysis (or table) regarding a
sectoral perspective

Radermacher and
Stahmer [33]

SFA Substance Flow Analysis Input–output analysis, mostly includes only one
or a limited group of undesirable substances EC [34]

MFA Material Flow Analysis Input–output analysis, may also include energy
flows, mostly referring to a national economy

EC [34]; Brunner and
Rechberger [35]

EA Energy Analysis Quantification of direct and indirect energy
inputs of economic production

IFIAS [36]; first law of
thermodynamics

ENA Ecological Network Analysis
Objects studied as part of a connected system;

the indirect effects can be identified and
quantified

Fath and Patten [37]

LCI Life Cycle Inventory
‘Compilation and quantification of inputs and
outputs for a product throughout its life cycle’,

phase of LCA [2] (p. 7)
ISO 14040 [2] and 14044 [38]

Energy and Environmental Assessment Methods

LCA Life Cycle Assessment

‘Compilation and evaluation of the inputs,
outputs and the potential environmental impacts
of a product system throughout its life cycle’ [2]

(p. 7)

ISO 14040 [2] and 14044 [38]

CF Carbon Footprint

‘Sum of GHG [greenhouse gas] emissions [ . . . ]
and GHG removals [ . . . ] based on an life cycle

assessment [ . . . ] using the single impact
category [ . . . ] of climate change’ [39] (p. 16) (kg

CO2eq/functional unit)

ISO 14067 [39]

WF Water Footprint

Volumetric accounting of water referred to a
functional unit (m3/functional unit) or ‘metric(s)

that quantifies the potential environmental
impacts related to water’ [40] (p. 13)

ISO 14046 [40]; Hoekstra
et al. [41]

EF Ecological Footprint
Converts the environmental impact to theoretical

area used to produce the bio resources and
assimilate waste (ha/functional unit)

Wackernagel and Rees [42]

CED Cumulative Energy Demand

‘entire demand, valued as primary energy, which
arises in connection with the production, use and

disposal of an economic good (product or
service) or which may be attributed respectively

to it in a causal relation’ [43] (p. 6)
(kJ/functional unit)

VDI 4600 [43]; VDI 4600-1 [44]
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Table 3. Cont.

Abbr. Name Description References
Energy and Environmental Assessment Methods

MIPS Material Input per Service
Converts the environmental impact to material
theoretically used per functional unit, life cycle

(t/service)
Schmidt-Bleek [45]

CExC Cumulative Exergy
Consumption

Upstream resource consumption of a product is
considered by its exergy (only materials, energy

carriers, and products)
Szargut [46]

ECEC Ecological Cumulative Exergy
Consumption

Upstream resource consumption of a product is
considered by its exergy (exergy of natural

resources/ecosystem)
Hau and Bakshi [47]

EmA Emergy Analysis
Upstream resource consumption considered by
emergy, which is work completed by nature or
man for the realization of a product or service

Odum [48]

ELCA Exergetic Life Cycle
Assessment

Life cycle irreversibility as the exergy loss during
the life cycle is the impact category (LCA

extension) (kJloss/functional unit)
Cornelissen [49]

LCEA Life Cycle Exergy Analysis
Converts the environmental impact to natural

resource consumption measured by exergy
(kJ/functional unit)

Gong and Wall [50]

ExA Exergy Analysis Second-law analysis, definition of useful output Second law of
thermodynamics

PhO Physical Optimum Method PhO as ideal reference value,
PhO factor = real/limit value (PhO) VDI 4663-1 [51]

2.2.1. First-Law Analysis Methods

The most objective methods are material and energy balances that follow the first
law of thermodynamics. These are pure analysis approaches that do not require further
qualitative assessment.

A whole range of these methods can be grouped under the term material and energy
flow analysis (MEFA) [33,52] (p. 963) or the term physical flow accounts [53] (p. 114).
According to mass conservation, an MFA evaluates all of the input and output material
flows and stocks within a system [34] (p. 73). The MFA can also include energy flows [54].
An SFA is similar. However, an SFA does not necessarily include all material flows but only
a limited group of undesirable substances, for example, to reduce toxic substances rather
than increasing the material efficiency. Some ambiguity persists about these definitions;
MFA and SFA are sometimes regarded as being identical [35] (p. 50). This paper refers to the
differentiation and definitions of MFA and SFA according to the European Commission [34]
(pp. 73–74). The energy analysis includes the energy balance within a system boundary
with regard to the first law of thermodynamics [36]. The energy analysis is also called input–
output energy analysis in case of a national or regional scale [14] (p. 501). Furthermore,
the technical equivalent of the conventional monetary input–output analysis (or table)
regarding a sectoral perspective is a PIOT [33] (p. 196), [55] (p. 383). Bao et al. [54] describe
MEFA methods and indicators in further detail. ENA, also called environ analysis, is related
to input–output analysis. The ENA analyzes and quantifies energy and material flows
within an ecosystem [37] (p. 167). Moreover, the LCI of LCA can be considered as part of
the MEFA family since it includes the material and energy inputs and outputs of a product
system. LCI includes the entire life cycle.

In some studies, the analysis methods are called environmental accounting meth-
ods [15] (pp. 15, 34), environmental assessment methods [12,13], or sustainability assess-
ment methods [14].

2.2.2. Energy and Environmental Assessment Methods

Smeets and Weterings [23] describe the causalities between society and the environ-
ment using the terms driver, pressure, state, impact, and response. This concept is called the
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DPSIR framework. Accordingly, some methods or indicators evaluate the environmental
impact resulting from environmental pressure. These analysis methods can provide a
starting point by focusing on the pressure factor.

Based on an energy analysis according to the first law of thermodynamics, exergy
analysis also includes the second law. For this purpose, the exergy of the energy and
material flows is calculated. The chemical exergy of many substances is tabulated for
standard conditions [56]. Subsequently, the overall exergy input and the exergy associated
with the product are determined. Exergy loss indicates exergy output that is not part of the
product and that remains unused. The difference between the exergy of the output flows
and the input flows corresponds to exergy destruction. In some cases, transiting exergy
should be considered [57]. This analysis reveals irreversibility due to exergy destruction
and the potential for coupling processes based on exergy loss.

The physical optimum (PhO) method refers to the theoretical ideal reference process,
which requires a minimum amount of energy (and other resources) [58]. The ratio of real
resource input to this ideal reference value is called the PhO factor, which is the indicator.

LCA can be a useful method for analyzing the environmental impacts of products [59].
According to ISO 14040 [2] and 14044 [38], LCA has four phases. Firstly, the goal and scope
are defined. The environmental impact refers to a functional unit. Thus, LCA measures the
‘eco efficiency’ [60]. Secondly, the life cycle inventory is carried out. The third phase is the
life cycle impact assessment, which leads to the last phase: life cycle interpretation. Because
of the life cycle impact assessment, LCA is not only an analysis, but goes further towards
evaluating the environmental impacts using at least midpoint impact-based aggregation.
Different impact categories, category indicators, and characterization models exist for the
life cycle impact assessment. For example, it can include the global warming potential, the
depletion of natural resources, and other impacts.

Inspired by LCA methods, footprint methods serve to represent specific environmental
impacts, but usually only in one category. They usually address the carbon footprint or
water footprint analysis [61]. Water footprint refers to volumetric accounting [41] or
impacts such as pollution (ISO 14046, [40]) depending on the methodological standard.
Similarly, the ecological footprint concept converts environmental impact into land use [42].
Moreover, the cumulative energy demand (VDI [43]) and the MIPS are part of the footprint
family depending on the methodological framework [62] (p. 196). Čuček et al. [63] provide
an overview of the existing footprint indicators.

Various methods combine LCA and exergy analysis to depict the consistent deple-
tion of natural resources. Within an exergetic LCA, the impact category is the life cycle
irreversibility representing the exergy loss during the life cycle [64]. Exergetic LCA is an
extension of LCA and uses an additional category indicator [49] (p. ii). Similarly, life cycle
exergy analysis includes natural resource consumption evaluated by exergy analysis [50].
Likewise, according to Szargut [46], cumulative exergy consumption is a life cycle approach
since resource consumption is quantified by its exergy from the cradle to at least the gate.
The indicator is the sum of exergy resulting from raw material extraction and from man-
ufacturing a product, including upstream in chains. The concept of cumulative exergy
consumption can be extended to ecological cumulative exergy consumption [47], similar to
emergy analysis. Emergy is the work completed by nature or man to realize a product or
service [48]. An alternative definition is the ‘availability of energy (exergy) of one kind that
is used up in transformations directly and indirectly to make a product or service’ [65] (p.
205). The following section examines emergy analysis in more detail while also representing
the other methods that combine LCA and exergy analysis.

3. Results

We qualitatively categorized the energy and environmental assessment methods
using the comparison criteria. Ratings are either based on the references given or on the
results of the authors’ analysis after extensive discussion with experts and cooling tower
manufacturers.
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3.1. Application Area

The application areas of the methods differ, meaning that the studied objects that are
intended for or at least possible to be used for the application.

Almost all of the methods can analyze processes, even if that is not their primary
intention, such as within MFA and the footprint methods. In some cases, processes are
analyzed by their products. The LCA or footprint methods require the definition of the
functional unit. In these cases, the reference to the process is made by the functional unit.
Emergy analysis originally serves to analyze products or services. These methods serve to
analyze and assess cooling systems exclusively if a reasonable definition of the functional
unit, service, or product can be derived.

Conversely, this applies to methods that are originally intended for processes. The
PhO method and ENA are not directly applicable to products, but instead analyze the
process or network from which the product results.

To evaluate services as studied objects, the PIOT, MFA, ENA, energy analysis, and the
PhO method are of limited use. Sometimes, this can be solved by analyzing the process or
region while referring to the service.

Most of the regarded methods can evaluate economies or regions. The PhO method
has not been used for this purpose yet, although it is methodologically possible.

Since different functional units have already been identified in previous studies (cf.
Section 1.1), all of the considered methods can analyze a cooling system as a process. Thus,
this knock-out criterion excludes none of the methods.

3.2. Life Cycle Thinking

Life cycle thinking is the fundamental concept of LCA and footprint methods. Fur-
thermore, PIOT and ENA pursue the idea of life cycle thinking [13] (p. 220). For the
other methods, an extension to the lifecycle perspective is possible; sometimes, it is carried
out regardless, even if not intended. For example, exergetic LCA is the methodological
extension of exergy analysis and LCA, resulting in exergy loss as an indicator referring
to the entire life cycle [49] (p. ii). This also applies to emergy analysis and other LCA and
exergy analysis combinations.

Considering the whole life cycle from cradle to grave for cooling systems is not always
necessary in all cases because the use phase is the main driver for environmental impacts in
most cases [5] (p. 142). Thus, approaches without the life cycle concept must not be omitted.

However, only life cycle approaches can reveal the correlation between more construc-
tion materials for an increased natural draft effect, leading to less electricity demands for
fans. Furthermore, the use phase becomes less dominant as the share of renewables in the
electricity mix increases. These cases require the life cycle perspective.

3.3. Inventoried Physical Quantities

The life cycle criterion also affects the completeness of the masses considered as
inventoried physical quantities. Life cycle approaches consider operating, construction,
and disposal materials as well as emissions. Therefore, LCA, the footprint methods, and
emergy analysis comprise most masses. In contrast, most analysis methods only consider
the energy, the masses of the operating materials, or both in parallel. An SFA even only
regards specific substance flows.

Furthermore, within an exergy analysis, energy and material flows are considered
according to their exergy. The PhO method intends to analyze several levels, such as ‘energy’
or ‘material’ [66] (p. 56). Likewise, ENA refers to one dimension, such as energy flows
or carbon emissions. All of the considered approaches that are related to environmental
impacts consider both energy and material. Moreover, all exergy-based methods consider
the temperature and pressure of the energy and material flows as well as the environment.

The majority of the energy flows in cooling systems are in the form of heat. Thus, not
only the amount of energy but also the temperature is essential to calculate the exergy. The
ambient temperature determines which kind of cooling technology is applicable, whether
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free cooling is possible, and whether chillers must operate. The operating material must
be considered due to there being significant quantities of coolant in many cases. Thus, to
avoid problem-shifting, coolant and electricity consumption must be evaluated in parallel.

3.4. Impact Categories

The criterion of considered impact categories only addresses environmental assess-
ment methods since this goes beyond pure physical description within an analysis. LCA
provides the most comprehensive view since a multidimensional result that consists of
different categories can be derived.

According to Rosenbaum et al. [62] (p. 197), some footprint methods are of limited
suitability for accounting for quantities, such as the environmental footprint, cumulative
energy demand, and water footprint. Nevertheless, Blanc and Friot [15] (p. 36) assigned
these methods to different impact categories. Fang et al. [67] (p. 508) even considered
the environmental footprint, carbon footprint, water footprint, and energy footprint as
complementary and applied them in combination. However, the risk of double counting
impacts remains. Rosenbaum et al. [62] (p. 198) advise against such a combination.

Biodiversity and noise are difficult to assess for all of the regarded methods [68] (p. 69).
Some extensions of LCA or life cycle impact assessment provide approaches that include
these aspects [69,70]. Noise can be a crucial factor for cooling systems due to ventilation.

3.5. Efficiency Analysis

The term efficiency refers to the ratio between useful input and useful output. In a
broader sense, it is the ratio between environmental impacts and useful output. In either
case, a definition of the useful output is required. In LCA, this is called the functional unit.

The evaluation of usefulness exceeds a physical analysis. Thus, methods such as PIOT,
SFA, and MFA can identify the flows without referring to useful output. Methods that are
originally intended for analyzing processes or networks, such as energy analysis, ENA, and
exergy analysis, do not necessarily comprise a definition of useful output either. Exergy
analysis is conceivable without this definition but usually refers to the exergy of the product
to determine the exergetic efficiency.

Some processes or networks do not produce a clear, useful output, as is the case for the
analysis of cooling systems. In these cases, methods that are primarily intended for products
are more difficult to apply. For example, Schulze et al. [5] (p. 140) define the cooling of
1 kg of water from 35 to 28 ◦C as the functional unit. This specific functional unit is
hardly comparable to other studies using another functional unit definition. Moreover, the
ambient temperature and humidity are significant factors to consider. Therefore, previous
studies have described different functional units of cooling systems. So far, no universal
comparability has been able to be achieved.

3.6. Temporal and Spatial Resolution

LCA examines the environmental impact integrated over time and space [71]. In
some cases, however, a high temporal or spatial resolution is needed to identify specific
improvement potentials. Dynamic analyses can be performed by extending MFA, SFA,
and LCA (including LCI) towards dynamic MFA [72,73], dynamic SFA [74], and dynamic
LCA [75], respectively. The framework of the PhO method is explicitly intended for dy-
namic analysis [58] (p. 13). Other methods can also be extended, although the additional
understanding might be minor in some cases compared to the increased complexity. Dy-
namic analyses are essential for interpreting the correlation of varying ambient conditions,
especially temperature and humidity.

The spatial resolution depends on whether the inventory is top-down, often leading to
a spatial black box. Methods that are mainly intended for analyzing economies and regions
are performed from the top down, such as MFA. Emergy analysis is also performed from
the top down [13] (pp. 219–220).
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Methods for technical processes such as exergy analysis, the PhO method, and process-
based LCI are conducted from the bottom up. SFA, ENA, LCA [13] (p. 220), and most
footprints [12] pursue a bottom-up approach. Thus, a process-based bottom-up approach
is preferable for analyzing cooling systems.

3.7. Scientific Soundness

Scientific soundness is examined according to the degree of aggregation, such as
impact aggregation, methodological rigor, and estimations from the literature.

LCA and footprint methods aggregate different elementary flows to at least midpoint
impact categories, such as different greenhouse gases to CO2 equivalents. According to
Hau and Bakshi [47] (p. 3768), analysis methods such as PIOT, SFA, and MFA objectively
value the inventoried flows, whereas LCA is considered to be unable to do so.

On the contrary, all energy and material flows are quantified according to the physical
laws within exergy-based methods. However, these approaches somehow aggregate energy
and material flows by accounting for their exergy. The exergy concept is, among other
things, based on an assumption of the earth’s composition.

Assessment methods always go beyond purely objective physical analysis. Thus, some
scientific soundness is given up in favor of the possibility of assessing impacts. Regarding
ENA, it depends on which flows are considered. The scientific soundness of the PhO
method varies due to its methodological flexibility.

3.8. Formalization

The methods also differ in their level of maturity and formalization. Some methods are
extensively established and standardized, such as MFA by the European Commission [34],
the LCA by ISO 14040 [2] and 14044 [38], and by the European Commission [30]. ISO
14067 [39] addresses carbon footprint. Furthermore, the Association of German Engineers,
describes the PhO method (VDI 4663-1 [51]) and the cumulative energy demand (VDI
4600 [43,44]).

Although no such formal standards exist for the environmental footprint, Wackernagel
and Rees [42] provide a methodological framework. The same applies to the water footprint
described by Hoekstra et al. [41], and emergy analysis as described by Odum [48]. For the
exergy analysis, the assumptions made for the composition and physical state are taken,
for example, from the literature by Szargut et al. [56].

Regarding PIOT and ENA, their lack of formalization is criticized [12,13] (p. 217).
Formalization affects user-friendliness and methodological consistency.

3.9. Data Availability

Furthermore, usability due to data availability differs. Several databases exist for
LCA (and LCI) [76] (p. 146). MFA and SFA have large databases on the national or global
scale [12] (p. 1468). However, data availability is a drawback for most methods. Only
for the footprint methods, such as carbon footprint, water footprint, cumulative energy
demand, and MIPS, is the data availability rated as being relatively advanced [62] (p. 198).

3.10. Existing Studies on Cooling Systems

As a final criterion, we checked whether the methods are already commonly used
for cooling tower evaluation. For example, some approaches use MFA [4] or an energy
analysis [77]. Volta and Weber [58] describe using the PhO for cooling towers with regard to
evaporated water. Theoretically, when using the PhO, no draw-off, blow-down, or sludge
removal would be necessary, meaning that the water demand would equal the amount
of evaporated water. Moreover, Eggers et al. [78] provide an approach to evaluate heat
exchangers by calculating the ‘physically optimal temperature difference’ (p. 11).

Although some LCA studies exist, there is lack of LCA studies on cooling towers from
a life cycle perspective [3,79].
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Furthermore, the German Engineering Association (VDMA [80]) provides guidelines
on the partial carbon footprint of evaporative coolers based on ISO 14067 [39] including
only the operating phase. However, a definition or description of the functional unit or a
‘declared unit’ is not given. Furthermore, CO2 emissions are only accounted for through
emission factors for electricity, fresh water demand, and wastewater treatment. The water
footprint of cooling towers has been investigated in several studies [81,82], as has exergy
analysis [77,83,84].

3.11. Summary and Exemplary Weighting

Table 4 summarizes the criteria-based categorization. Black means ‘yes’, grey means
’maybe’, and white means ‘no’. The right column illustrates the authors’ assessment of
the importance of the different criteria for evaluating cooling towers based on technical
discussions with cooling manufacturers. However, this assessment is exemplary and can
vary for different purposes. Criteria that should be fulfilled are marked in black or grey.
This weighting assumes that an existing cooling system is to be investigated with regard
to its energy efficiency and environmental performance. The primary criterion must be
fulfilled, which means that the method must apply to the process analysis.

Figure 3 highlights how Table 4 derives the strengths and weaknesses of each method
using the example of energy analysis and exergy analysis.
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Figure 3. Flowchart depicting an example of how the suitability of energy analysis and exergy
analysis for the use case of evaluating cooling towers is derived based on the multi-criteria comparison
(applicable = black, non-applicable = white, ‘maybe’ = grey). For simplification, only the most critical
objectives, criteria, and discrepancies are listed in each case.

Energy analysis omits material flows, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 3. Thus, energy
analysis is inappropriate for cooling towers since the criterion of considering operating
material flows, such as water consumption, must be met, as marked in the last column.
ENA seems to be unsuitable due to its low formalization. In comparison, an MFA that
includes energy flows is more feasible.
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Table 4. Multi-criteria comparison of energy and environmental assessment methods focusing on cooling systems (applicable = black, non-applicable = white,
‘maybe’ = grey); references for the assessment in each cell, whether it is applicable or not, can be found in the superscript number in the footnote. The last column
includes the authors’ assessment of how important each criterion is for evaluating cooling towers.
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Applicable for
the Studied
Objects

Process 1 2 3 4

Product 5 5 5 6 5 5 7

Service 2 6 8

Region/Sector 2 6 5 5

Thoroughness:
Completeness
and Resolution

Life Cycle Thinking 9 9 2, 9 6 9 9

Inventoried
Physical
Quantities

Energy (J) 2, 10 11, 12 4

Mass of Operating Materials (kg) 2 12 4

Mass of Construction Materials (kg)
Mass of Emissions (kg) 7

Temperature (K) and Pressure (Pa) 4

Impact
Categories

Exergy (J) 2, 8

Climate change (kg CO2-eq)
Water/Water Use/Others (m3, ha . . . )
Noise 13 2, 8

Efficiency Reference 14 7

Temporal Resolution (Dynamic Analysis) 15 16 7

Spatial or Sectoral Resolution 9 9 9 9 14 9 9

Usability,
Soundness

Pure Analysis based on Physical Quantities 3 3 17 3

Formalization (Methodological Framework and Rigor) 14 18 14 14 14 14 14

Data Availability 14 14 14 14 14 14 14

Existing Studies on Cooling Systems 19 20 21 22 23 4, 24

1 [85] (p. 1159), 2 [68] (pp 5–16,35), 3 [47] (p. 3768), 4 [58], 5 [14], 6 [62] (pp. 197–201), 7 [66] (pp 39,50), 8 [86] (p. 26), 9 [13] (p. 220), 10 [34] (p. 11), 11 [87] (p. 63), 12 [37] (p. 167), 13 [69],
14 [12] (p. 1467), 15 [72,73], 16 [75], 17 [67] (p. 512), 18 [36], 19 [4], 20 [77], 21 [3,5], 22 [80–82], 23 [77,83,84], and 24 [78].
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LCI is usually part of LCA or footprint analysis. The upstream and downstream
life cycle stages of cooling towers are far less important than the operational phase. CO2
emissions from evaporative cooler manufacturing amount to approximately 1% of the
emissions caused by operation (VDMA [80] (p. 16)). Therefore, life cycle thinking is less
important when evaluating cooling towers. LCA, footprint methods, and emergy analysis
are more relevant for cooling tower construction than for existing plants. The importance
of the life cycle criterion may differ for studies with other objectives and thus depend on
the individual weighting.

The exergy analysis and the PhO method fulfill most criteria, although the application
of the PhO method for cooling tower evaluation has not been standardized yet. The
question remains as to how the minimum electricity and water demand can be quantified
for different framework conditions and how the ideal reference value can be determined.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Identifying energetic and environmental optimization potentials requires the system-
atic evaluation of processes and products using appropriate methods. Assessment methods
vary in terms of their suitability for a specific application area—such as cooling towers.
Therefore, the methods need to be classified, systematically compared, and, if necessary,
extended or combined. The long-term goal is to standardize such a comparison method,
something to which this study contributes, on the basis of previous approaches.

This paper provides comparison criteria for a systematic selection of methods for
analyzing and assessing cooling towers. By knowing the strengths and weaknesses of
each of the methodologies before starting the evaluation, extensions and combinations of
methods can be considered early on.

The criteria were chosen to cover an exhaustive range of aspects in environmental
evaluation. Consequently, some criteria within the objectives ‘scientific soundness’ and
‘usability’ could only be qualitatively estimated. None of the methods met all of the
secondary criteria that we defined for cooling towers. Nevertheless, all of the methods can
be applied to cooling towers since all of them fulfill the exclusion criterion.

The multi-criteria comparison led to the conclusion that MFA comprising energy flows
is more suitable for most cooling tower analysis than pure energy analysis, ENA, or LCI.
LCI is included in LCA when the entire life cycle is analyzed. Furthermore, the comparison
shows that only LCA comprises the multidimensional environmental impacts. To ensure
comparability between plants under different outside conditions, a uniform functional unit
must consider the outside temperature, humidity, and operational requirements. In this
regard, however, further research and standardization are needed. In general, the criteria’s
weighting depends on each study’s goal and scope. The method must fulfill different
criteria for other goals and scopes to be successfully applied.

Similar to other studies in the field of criteria-based method comparison, we found
that the methods have different strengths and weaknesses. However, our results differ
in terms of the application area. For example, Rodríguez et al. [12] showed that for the
energy efficiency assessment of agricultural systems, emergy analysis is the most suitable;
LCA and MFA are moderately suitable; and ENA and exergy analysis are the least suitable.
In general, we agree with the conclusions of previous studies that the methods should be
combined or extended depending on the application objectives.

Future methodological developments should address the general challenges of as-
sessing cooling systems: the dependence on dynamic outside conditions, the difficulties
in defining one utility as an efficiency reference or the functional unit, and the multidi-
mensional environmental impacts. To examine heat flows, a second-law perspective can
be included, and exergy should also be considered to help define the physical benefits
of a cooling system. Although this paper focuses on cooling systems, applying the eval-
uation method to other application areas is possible. Future studies should strengthen
the standardization of the comparison method proposed in this paper and in previous
studies for the long-term goals of systematic selection, combination, and the development
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of evaluation methods for all use cases. Experts should further review, adjust, and sharpen
the criteria-based classification of the methods.

This paper enables the systematic selection of assessment methods for cooling towers
by comparing and analyzing different evaluation methods and their limitations based on
different criteria. Quantifying the benefits of cooling for the efficiency assessment and,
generally, developing an evaluation approach that ideally meets all necessary criteria is the
main challenge in evaluating cooling towers.
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Abbreviations

LCA Life cycle assessment
PIOT Physical input–output table
SFA Substance flow analysis
MFA Material flow analysis
ENA Ecological network analysis
LCI Life cycle inventory
LCA Life cycle assessment
MIPS Material-input per service unit
DPSIR Drivers, pressures, state, impact, and response
NTU Number of transfer units
MEFA Material and energy flow analysis
PhO Physical optimum

Appendix A

Table A1 summarizes the criteria defined in previous literature (cf. Section 1.2).
Figure 1 illustrates them as a word cloud.

Table A1. Overview of criteria found from previous studies.

Criteria

Abbaszadeh et al. [27] Considered aspects and considered environmental media

Aktsoglou and Gaidajis [16]

Cross-sector (‘Do methods assess more than one sector?’), environmental issues (‘Do methods
assess an adequate number of environmental issues?’), efficiency concept (‘Do methods promote
energy and resource efficiency?’), possibility to communicate (‘Can methods communicate their
results to public?’, ‘Can methods answer to the potential addition of a new activity?’), spatial
focus (‘Can methods identify specific environmental ‘hot spots’ of the spatial entity?’), result
aggregation (‘Can methods aggregate the results into single scores?’), and sustainability concepts
(‘Do methods include specific thresholds/targets of sustainable performance?’, ‘Can methods be
applied/Updated to compare overall sustainability?’) (p. 7)
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Table A1. Cont.

Criteria

Baumann et al. [17]
Approach character, approach type, comparison basis, data subject, data type, framework,
interpretation, investigated dimensions, object analyzed, overall purpose, perspective, spatial
modelling, system boundaries, and time modelling

Abbaszadeh et al. [27] Considered aspects and considered environmental media

Blanc et al. [15]

Acceptance, adaptability to global challenges, analytical potential, auditability, causality,
comparability, compatibility, completeness, consistency, data availability, ease of use,
environmental issues, inherent quantities, integration, intelligible, life cycle thinking, maturity,
reliability, soundness, structure, transparency, univocity, and usability

Finnveden et al. [19] Adaptive, cost-effective, credible, efficient, focused, integrated, interdisciplinary, participative,
practicability, relevance, rigorous, systematic, and transparent

Finnveden et al. [28] Impacts, object analyzed, scale, spatial characteristics, temporal characteristics, and timing of
impacts

IAIA [24] Adaptive, credible, efficient, focused, integrated, interdisciplinary, participative, practicability,
purposive, relevance, rigorous, systematic, and transparent

Loiseau et al. [13]

Aggregation, data availability, exhaustiveness, feasibility, formalization, general public’s
understanding, indicator type, indicators, inventoried flows, life cycle thinking, framework,
multi-criteria assessment, site-dependent level, spatial differentiation, system modelling,
top-down/bottom-up, and usability

Moberg [18]
Considered effects, considered environmental burdens, efficiency concept, frequency being used,
integration, object analyzed, overall purpose, reference object, standardization, system
boundaries, unit, and usability

Ness et al. [14] Product-related assessment, integration, spatial focus, and temporal characteristics

Payraudeau et al. [12] Indicators, scale of impacts, spatial scale, spatial variability, sustainability dimensions, temporal
scale, and temporal variation

Rodríguez et al. [12]
Aggregation, data availability, efficiency concept, feasibility, formalization, indicators, intelligible,
inventoried flows, multi-criteria indicators, spatial scale, system modelling,
top-down/bottom-up, and usability

Sala et al. [20] Comprehensive, integration, scalable, strategic, system boundaries, and transparency
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